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Abstract— Traffic congestion in metropolitan areas has be-
come more and more serious. Over the past decades, many
academic and industrial efforts have been made to alleviate
this problem, among which providing accurate, timely and
predictive traffic conditions is a promising approach. Nowadays,
online open data have rich traffic related information. Typical
such resources include official websites of traffic management
and operations, web-based map services (like Google map),
weather forecasting websites, and local events (sport games,
music concerts, etc.) websites. In this paper, online open data
are discussed to provide traffic related information. Traffic
conditions collected from web based map services are used
to demonstrate the feasibility. The stacked long short-term
memory model, a kind of deep architecture, is used to learn and
predict the patterns of traffic conditions. Experimental results
show that the proposed model for traffic condition prediction
has superior performance over multilayer perceptron model,
decision tree model and support vector machine model.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the steadily increasing number of vehicles, road
traffic congestion has become an increasingly important issue
[1]–[3]. To alleviate traffic congestion, providing accurate,
timely and predictive traffic condition information to the par-
ticipants of transportation systems, especially to the drivers,
will be a practical and promising approach [4], [5]. However
traffic data from traditional sensors, e.g., inductive loops and
microwave radar detectors, are not accessible to researchers
in most cases. With the development of the World Wide
Web, online data are much easier to access by individuals.
This leads us to utilize open data to help travelers to make
decisions autonomously according to the real time traffic
condition.

In the context of transportation systems, open data are
traffic related and freely available to traffic participants in
technique. Recently, some academic and industrial efforts
have been made into mining traffic related open data, which
can be classified into two classes: traffic flow prediction and
traffic incident detection.

Traffic flow prediction is a key functional component in
intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) [6]–[8]. With the de-
velopment of social transportation [9], traffic flow prediction
methods are enriched. He et al. improved long-term traffic

volume prediction by incorporating tweets semantics [10].
They found traffic volume and the number of tweets posted
are statistically correlated. And they proposed an optimiza-
tion framework to minimize the prediction error meanwhile
obtain a matrix to transform tweet words to traffic indicators.
Ni et al. incorporated tweets rate and semantic features
into four different regression models to predict short-term
traffic volume under the sport games events [11]. They found
that tweet features can improve prediction performance for
all four models. Grosenick extracted traffic incidents from
tweets manually and combined them with traffic speed
data to make predictions [12]. Although incorporating tweet
semantics does not improve overall prediction performance,
this work points out the future work in this domain should
be focused on reducing uncertainty produced by noisy data
and by modeling approaches.

In the field of traffic incident detection, D’Andrea et al.
labeled tweets as traffic and non-traffic classes manually
and trained a support vector machine (SVM) model with a
balanced dataset [13]. Experiment results show the proposed
method achieves better classification accuracy. Liu et al.
presented an application to detect traffic events, where a
wavelet analysis model was applied to tweets [14].

Mining social media to obtain traffic related information
is an emerging field and gains increasing interests [15].
In addition to social media, web based map (e.g., Google
Map), weather websites and online tickets sales are potential
resources to extract traffic related information. In this paper,
we utilized the historical traffic conditions obtained from
AMAP, a web map service provider in China, to predict
traffic conditions in the future. The long short-term memory
(LSTM) model was trained to learn the patterns in traffic
condition sequences.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews potential resources containing traffic information and
presents methods to access them. Section III presents the
LSTM approach for traffic condition prediction. Section IV
gives experimental results. Section V concludes our work
and points out possible directions for the further research.
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II. TRAFFIC RELATED ONLINE OPEN SOURCE DATA

In this section, we review four categories of the existing
online open source services that offer traffic related data.
Two kinds of methods to collect open source data are also
presented.

A. Categories of Traffic Related Online Open Data

There are mainly four categories of online open data
services that offer traffic related data:

• Web Map, represented by Google Maps and official
websites of traffic management and operations.

• Social Media, represented by Twitter, Micro blog and
Instagram.

• Local Events, represented by Damai and Ticketmaster.
• Weather Websites, represented by weatherUSA.
Web map is a kind of service that provides online map

through websites or mobile applications. Despite of high-
lighting the relationships between spatial elements as the
traditional geographical map do, it offers a number of other
services, such as positioning and real time traffic conditions.
We take Google Maps as an example to show what web
map services provide. Google Maps offers satellite imagery,
street maps, real-time traffic conditions, and route planning
for traveling by foot, car, bicycle, or public transportation.
The former two services are beyond the scope of this paper.
Real-time traffic conditions, provided by Google Traffic, are
shown by different colors. To be specific, green, orange,
red and dark red represents fast, slow, congestion and more
serious congestion, respectively. Google Maps uses traffic
data from cellular telephone in a crowd-sourcing way and
from road detectors, such as loop detectors, if applicable.
As for route planning, travelers can obtain a specific route
with estimated time of travel for a couple of orientation
and destination. With above information, travelers can make
better decisions before a trip or adjust their plans en-route. In
addition to real time traffic information, heatmap, depicting
the intensity of individuals, is also potential to be used to
extract traffic information, which could be used to estimate
traffic demands further.

Social media, consisting of self-generated contents is more
and more popular. People are more pleased to share what
has happened in their life than ever. And individuals may
post texts about the traffic jams or traffic incidents, e.g.
“what a traffic jam, I am going to be late again.” To mining
text messages, natural language processing methods and
techniques, e.g. named entity recognition [16] and sentiment
analysis [17], are needed. In addition to text message, photos
or images also contains traffic related information. As far as
we know, only text messages in social media are used to
extract traffic information. In the future, image processing
and analysis should be applied to photos posted in social
media.

Local events and weather are important factors to influence
traffic [18], [19]. Tickets sales are the best sources to get
local event information. They would publish local event
(like sports games and concerts) schedules in advance. The
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information contains when and where the events would be
held, which will help us estimate the traffic demand. And
weather, especially extreme weather (like storms) should be
incorporated to mining traffic data. Besides extreme weather,
haze in developing countries, especially in China, should
be taken into consideration. The visibility in heave haze is
impaired, which would affect the traffic speed and traffic
demand.

B. Methods to Access Online Open Data

The open source data, fed into traffic data mining, are
mostly not designed for scientific research, which means
additional efforts are needed to collect these data. There
are two types of methods to access the open source data:
requesting Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and
crawling the websites. The former approach, usually not free,
is provided for developers officially, and has requesting rate
limits. Crawling the websites is more comprehensive than
requesting through the API directly. However it is free and
has no rate limits with technical supports.

1) Requesting APIs: As for API, it is easy to access the
data by sending a HTTP GET request or a HTTP POST
request. The diagram of this procedure is shown in Fig. 1.
For security reasons, the first step is to get the authentication
and authorization. Then it is permitted to access authorized
data by request APIs over HTTP. Most services support
JSON, XML, RSS and Atom response formats. The next
step is to parse the response resources and save the data into
database. This process, starting from requesting APIs, should
be iteratively executed until reaching the stop criteria.
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2) Crawling Web Pages: Compared to the API approach
above, crawling the web pages is technically free but more
complicated. The diagram of this procedure is illustrated in
Fig. 2. It begins with fetching a uniform resource locator
(URL) and downloads its web page. It is worth to mention
that web servers usually design anti-crawling strategies,
which will prevent crawler to access the websites. To tackle
this problem, using a proxy and accessing within a random
time interval should be adopted. After successfully down-
loading the web page, it needs to obtain target urls before
saving data into database.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, the LSTM model, as a particular type of
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), is introduced.

A. RNN

The RNN is a neural network that has a feedback loop
compared to feedfoward neural networks [20]. Fig. 3 gives
an illustration of a standard RNN model. Given a length T
input sequence (x1, x2, . . . , xT ), the RNN maps the input xt

and previous hidden state ht−1 to current hidden state ht as
in (1).

ht = ϕ(Wxhxt +Whhht−1 + bh) (1)

where Wxh, Whh are weight matrices from the input layer
to the hidden layer and from the hidden layer to the hidden
layer, respectively, bh is a bias vector to the hidden layer,
and ϕ is the activation function of the hidden layer. For the
output units,we have

zt = σ(Whzht + bz) (2)
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Fig. 3. Architecture of standard RNN

where Whz is a weight matrix from the hidden layer to the
output layer, bz is a bias vector to the output layer and
σ is the activation function of output layer. The complete
sequence of hidden states and outputs can be computed by
recursively applying (1) and (2) from t = 1 to t = T .

The loss of the RNN is the sum of losses over all time
steps

L(z, y) =

T∑
t=1

L(zt; yt) (3)

where yy is the target class in the output sequence at time
t. By minimizing the loss function, we optimize the RNN
model by updating its parameters. To compute the derivatives
of loss function with respect to model parameters, we employ
back-propagation through time (BPTT) algorithm [21], [22].

Although RNN has potential to learn the contextual depen-
dency and it is easy to compute its gradients, the range of
input sequence is limited in practice due to the vanishing
gradient problem [23], [24]. Various efforts were made
to tackle this problem since 1990s. Among them, LSTM
model, as a variant of standard RNN, was proposed by Sepp
Hochreiter and Juergen Schmidhuber [25].

B. LSTM

The LSTM architecture is very similar to the standard
RNN as described above, and the only difference between
them is in the hidden layer [26]–[28]. Fig. 4 gives an
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Fig. 4. Hidden layer of LSTM model
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illustration of the hidden layers of LSTM model. In LSTM,
there is a memory block with cell, input gate, forget gate and
output gate. The core behind LSTM is the cell state, which is
only changed by linear interactions. This basic change helps
to tackle the vanishing gradient problem as it enables the
cell to store and read long range contextual information. The
structures called gates are for removing information from or
adding information to cell state. Given input xt at time t,
cell state Ct−1 at time t− 1 and hidden output ht−1 at time
t − 1, to compute cell state Ct and hidden output ht, we
firstly should compute forget gate:

ft = ϕ(Wf [ht−1, xt] + bf ) (4)

input gate:
it = ϕ(Wi[ht−1, xt] + bi) (5)

and output gate:

ot = ϕ(Wo[ht−1, xt] + bo) (6)

where Wf , Wi, and Wo are weight matrices of the forget
gate, the input gate and the output gate, respectively, and
bf , bi, and bo are their bias vectors. ϕ is the gate activation
function and is always sigmod. Then we obtain cell state:

Ct = ft ⊗ Ct−1 + it ⊗ µ(WC [ht−1, xt] + bC) (7)

and hidden output:

ht = ot ⊗ σ(Ct) (8)

where µ and σ are activation functions, and they are usually
tanh, and ⊗ represents point-wise multiplication. The feed-
back progress to update model parameters is the same with
RNN described above, which is omitted for clarity.

C. Training Algorithm

It is a common approach to train a classifier on the
training dataset and then classify instances in test dataset
offline. However, as the sequences fed into LSTM model
are temporally dependent, this approach usually has bad
performance. In this paper, we firstly trained the model on

Fig. 5. Distribution of traffic conditions in dataset

the training dataset by a batch learning approach. And then
we classified a instance in the test dataset, after which we
trained the model with this instance in an online approach.
The details of this procedure are summarized in Algorithm
1.

Algorithm 1 Training and Prediction
Step 1: Batch learning on training dataset

1: for b = 1 to n do
2: Randomly choose a minibatch of m samples

{x(1), ..., x(m)}
3: for mb = 1 to m do
4: Perform forward propagation on xmb to compute

loss function
5: end for
6: Accumulate the loss function values
7: Perform backward propagation through time to update

model parametes
8: end for

Step 2): Prediction and online learning on test dataset
9: for i = 1 to p do

10: Make prediction on xi in testing dataset
11: Perform forward propagation on xi to compute loss

function
12: Perform backward propagation through time to update

model parametes
13: end for

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data Description

The proposed LSTM model was applied to the data
collected from AMAP [29] between December 28, 2014 and
February 3, 2015. The traffic condition data were collected
every five minutes covering 1649 segments of arterial roads
in Beijing, China. There are three categories of traffic condi-
tions, i.e., unimpeded condition, slow condition and impeded
condition. In the dataset, there are 15,187,509 unimpeded
conditions, 1,398,909 slow conditions and 812,181 impeded
conditions, which is shown in Fig. 5. To illustrate the patterns
of traffic conditions, we sampled 20 segments randomly.
And the traffic condition time series during 06/01/2015 and
07/01/2015 are shown in Fig. 6. It is obvious that traffic
congestions occur during rush hours for most segments. In
this paper, the former 9000 sequences of each segment were
selected as the training set and the last 1551 sequences were
selected as the testing set.

B. Index of Performance

To evaluate the performance of the proposed deep architec-
ture, we adopt three performance indexes. They are precision:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(9)

recall:
Recall =

TP

TP + FN
(10)
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Fig. 6. Sample of traffic conditions during 06/01/2015 and 07/01/2015

and F-measure:

Fβ = (1 + β2)
Precision×Recall

β2 × Precision+Recall
(11)

where TP , FP and FN is true positive, false positive
and false negative respectively, and β is a non-negative real
coefficient. And F-measure is called F1 measure when β
equals to 1.

C. Determine the Structure of a LSTM model

To use the temporal context, traffic conditions of last 30
minutes were selected to predict 30-min traffic condition.
Specificly, traffic condition sequence:

(xt−5, xt−4, xt−3, xt−2, xt−1, xt)

is utilized to predict the traffic condition xt+5 at time t+5.
It is worth noting that performances were not improved
by utilizing the day of week and time of day features
according to our experiments. Thus they are not taken into
consideration in this paper. We apply one hot method to
encode the traffic conditions and 3 bit binary codes are
needed to represent traffic conditions. Thus the dimension of
a input sequence is (3, 6), whereas the dimension of output
is 3, where 3 represents the bit of codes and 6 represent the
length of a sequence.

We choose the number of output units in a LSTM layer
from {3, 6, 9, 12, 36} and decide whether to stack 3 LSTM
layers on top of each other or not. The learning rate is chosen
from 0.1 to 1.2 with a step 0.1. After performing grid search,
stacked LSTM with output units size of each layer is 6, 6,
and 6, respectively, is the best architecture as for the indexes
in this paper.

D. Results

We compared the performance of the proposed stacked
LSTM model with the multilayer perceptron (MLP) model,
the decision tree model, and the SVM model. Among these
three competing methods, the MLP model has good perfor-
mance for the traffic flow prediction [6]-[7], and decision tree
and SVM are relatively effective and advanced models for
prediction [30], [31]. It is worth to mention that all baseline
methods utilized the same feature with the LSTM model.

The prediction results of unimpeded condition, slow con-
dition and impeded condition are given in Table I. In Table
I, we can see the precision, recall and F1 measure of MLP,
SVM and decision tree are close. Taking F1 measure as
an example, the MLP method achieves 0.9568, 0.5119 and
0.6200 for unimpeded condition, slow condition and impeded
condition respectively. And we can also find that stacked
LSTM has the highest score at precision, recall and F1

measure at the same time than the other three methods. It is
worth to mention that the data are dominated by the instances
of unimpeded conditions, which means traffic is unimpeded
in most of the time except some special cases, i.e. the peak
hours and durations of traffic accidents. The improvement
of F1 measure for slow condition and impeded condition by
stacked LSTM is up to 40% and 23%. Stacked LSTM is
clearly superior over other three methods on this unbalanced
dataset.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

A. Conclusions

Online open data are potential sources to be used to
provide traffic related information. In this paper, we review
four categories of open data platforms, i.e., web map, social
media, local events and weather website. As a case study, we
collect traffic condition data from web map provider to learn
the hidden patterns of traffic conditions. We propose a deep
learning approach with a stacked LSTM model for traffic
condition prediction. Online training was applied during the
test phrase. We compared the performance of the proposed
stacked LSTM model with MLP model, decision tree model
and SVM model. Experiments show the proposed method is
superior to the competing methods.

B. Future Works

As the dataset is dominated by the instances of unimpeded
condition, the prediction performance on slow condition and
impeded condition are not as well as on unimpeded condi-
tion. For future research, other machine learning techniques,
such as ensemble method, should be adopted to improve the
prediction performances on unbalanced dataset. Meanwhile,
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF MLP, DECISION TREE, SVM AND STACKED LSTM

Task
Unimpeded Condition Slow Condition Impeded Condition

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

MLP 0.9418 0.9721 0.9568 0.5930 0.4503 0.5119 0.6517 0.5913 0.6200
Decision Tree 0.9751 0.9403 0.9574 0.4447 0.6110 0.5147 0.5929 0.6703 0.6292

SVM 0.9755 0.9397 0.9573 0.4454 0.6084 0.5143 0.5853 0.6801 0.6291
Stacked LSTM 0.9754 0.9864 0.9808 0.7418 0.6972 0.7188 0.8263 0.7270 0.7734

social media, local events and weather information are ex-
pected to be incorporated into the prediction model in our
future work.
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